Entries Open to All Men Registered At Institute-Cup in Each Award

Now that Field Day is past and the forces of the track team have been tested on this year's series of handicap meets, the first of which is to be held this afternoon at Tech Field.

Many Varisty Men Back

With fifty men reporting for the tryouts, the chances of placing in the Varsity team were excellent. The Varsity team is expected to be in fine condition after Gray and this year.

The Frosh's Chances

Coach Hedlund, the head coach, has stated that his Frosh men have developed into a rather strong aggregation.

The frosh's chance of victory on Saturday will be proportional to the number of successful tryouts to be held tomorrow at Tech Field.

The height of the meet is in the hurdles. There will be none to equal the heights reached by the frosh last year. The frosh rules out the possibility of their placing in the top ten this year. But instead those three men who have had the greatest training in the school for the past months and the final contests will take place at the end of the season.

The frosh has been rewarded for each event in the way that the en- thusiasm of the frosh is with the highest.

The frosh have been practicing faithfully all fall at the shot and in the weight room. Most of the Varsity candidates have made the team and are in fairly good condition, having practiced all fall at this art will be needed to win the big and keep the Engineers on the defense.

The Frosh Men

The Frosh Men, leading the back of the team, will be entered for the first time this season. Armstrong, the starting back, is in the sprints and for the New England Thirty-three of these men have been prac- ticing faithfully all fall at this sport and disease so that they will be in good shape for the meets next spring.

McKillican, the frosh half back-"er, will enter the New England sixty big forwards. The Frosh men have not been headed but this fall for the third man on the New England against a clear field and in the C. A. A. A. McKillican has drawn back. The Frosh men have not been headed but this fall for the third man on the New England against a clear field and in the C. A. A. A. McKillican has drawn back.

Soccer Team Scores Both Goals in Last Period of First Match With Crimson

In a last gasp Wednesday night the Harvard soccer team went down to defeat against the Harvard forwards by the bare margin of a 1 to 0. The Engineers showed unexpected strength on the attack in the second period and scored both goals while holding the Crimson off.

Rex and Maritzen made the two saves for the Institute team while Pearson and Danielson divided the honors for Harvard. Pearson getting both. One of the Harvard scorers was a goal from a free kick, the ball sailing over the end of the Crimson, between the hands of goalie Fxhayt and Arana were the outstanding players for the Engineers. Arana on defense and Moe on the offense, Crooks, a forward, played a splendid game for the Crimson.

Field Day Is Over But--

The term trekkers, lost coats, and ruined suits are yet to be replaced. Here you'll find a complete line of clothes tailored and cased particularly for the season. For sportswear, business-wear and dress-wear. Come in and see us. We want to know you.

Furt Costs—Shoes—Flats—Overcoats

The MENS STORE OF NEW ENGLAND

Handicap Meets Begin Tomorrow

Engineer Soccer Team Lose Informal Game to Harvard Team

Soccer Team Scores Both Goals in Last Period of First Match With Crimson

In a last gasp Wednesday night the Harvard soccer team went down to defeat against the Harvard forwards by the bare margin of a 1 to 0. The Engineers showed unexpected strength on the attack in the second period and scored both goals while holding the Crimson off.

Rex and Maritzen made the two saves for the Institute team while Pearson and Danielson divided the honors for Harvard. Pearson getting both. One of the Harvard scorers was a goal from a free kick, the ball sailing over the end of the Crimson, between the hands of goalie Fxhayt and Arana were the outstanding players for the Engineers. Arana on defense and Moe on the offense, Crooks, a forward, played a splendid game for the Crimson.